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Dieter Rams As Little Design As Possible Mogway
A primer in design and communication that offers solutions to the recurring problems faced by by students and professionals. It
explores the ways creatives interpret their clients' brief, propose new ideas and reinvent existing products and brands, referring to
a huge cross-section of different projects by acclaimed designers and agencies, including Saatchi and Saatchi, Paul Rand, George
Lois, Bob Gill and Pentagram.
A follow-up book to the classic Wabi-Sabi: for Artists, Designers, Poets & Philosophers.
The first monograph on one of today's best-known Japanese product designers.
For many, Made in Japan is synonymous with quality the perfect marriage of aesthetic appeal and functionality. The intentions of
the designer can be found in the slightest detail, but none are overworked, preferring spare elegance to busy excess. Mixing
traditional art and philosophy with contemporary design to create a material and visual culture that blends seamlessly into their
lives at home. With this strong national identity and focus on design, it is no wonder their creative output is admired and imitated
throughout the world. Made in Japan highlights more than 40 creatives from different fields who exemplify this design character
through their work in graphic design and branding, illustration, packaging, fashion, product and spatial design.
100 Years of Swiss Graphic Design takes a fresh look at Swiss typography and photo-graphics, posters, corporate image design,
book design, journalism and typefaces over the past hundred years. With illuminating essays by prominent experts in the field and
captivating illustrations, this book, designed by the Zurich studio NORM, presents the diversity of contemporary visual design while
also tracing the fine lines of tradition that connect the work of different periods. The changes in generations and paradigms as
manifested in their different visual languages and convictions are organized along a timeline as well as by theme. The various
fields of endeavor and media are described, along with how they relate to advertising, art, and politics. Graphic design from
Switzerland reflects both itnernational trends and local concerns. High conceptual and formal quality, irony and wit are its constant
companions. A new, comprehensive reference work on Swiss design.
Featuring chairs from a number of well-known designers, 'A Taxonomy of Office Chairs' provides a visual overview of the entire
evolution of the modern office chair.
A complete monograph on the work of the influential British&hyphen;born, Milan&hyphen;based furniture and product designer
James Irvine (1958–2013). James Irvine is an intimate look into the work and life of a design legend. Previously unpublished
drawings, sketches, models and images from Irvine’s archives and personal anecdotes and texts from the designers who worked
directly with him, including Jasper Morrison, Marc Newson, Konstantin Grcic and Naoto Fukasawa, reveal Irvine’s passions,
interests and idiosyncracies like never before.
A fresh perspective on a guide to art for children, exploring its import and meaning through artworks from around the world.
Children are often told that art matters--but the truth is that very often it's hard to know why it really does. Museum visits can feel
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like a chore as does having to learn the names of the big artists we're all meant to love (but perhaps don't quite in the way we're
supposed to). This is a huge pity because--grasped the right way--art has a deep capacity to improve our lives and offer us a
sense of joy and mental well-being. Here is a guide to art for children with a difference: in a tone that's kindly, informative, unstuffy,
and at times rightly irreverent, this book explains how art can fit into our lives. We learn where the impulse to make art comes
from, what art to look at in certain moods, how to go around a museum without getting bored, and why--without even realizing
it--we all become experts in art by decorating our first bedrooms. This is an innovative guide to the importance of art, written in a
way that will enchant children and, along the way, teach their favorite adults one or two vital things as well.
Why, in spite of widespread designers' obsession with amazing bicycle concepts, bicycles still essentially adhere to traditional classic form?
Why, in spite of countless car makes and models, the underlying car meta-form, is basically the same? On the other hand, why does our
understanding of the word "chair" allow an extreme latitude of form variety? Why do kitchen appliances such as mixers and toasters, insist on
retaining a specific form for each assigned function? These are some of the questions this book answers. The Form of Design is the first allencompassing book about the visual language of man-made products. It explains how mass produced objects evolve over time and what
made them change. Form evolution behaves in a similar way to language evolution and to some extent, even to natural evolution. In the book
the author materializes the governing rules of form evolution by means of 14 case studies. These case studies encompass a diversity of
product families such as smart phones and bicycles, coffee machines and chairs, TV screens and cooling fans, accompanied by charts and
numerous illustrations that lluminate and elucidate the evolutionary processes involved.This book is not a historical review of thousands of
years of evolution of man-made tools, artifacts and objects; it specifically focuses on recent, present and future trends. The accumulated
cultural, cognitive science and design research knowledge is dealt with in part 1. Part 2 lay down the authors concepts of form. Then Part 3,
the mainstay of the book (occupying about two thirds of the content), is devoted to the stories of the fourteen case studies.
A chronicle of the rich history of this innovative furniture company, from its founding in the early twentieth century to today For more than 100
years, Michigan-based Herman Miller has played a central role in the evolution of modern and contemporary design, producing timeless
classics while creating a culture that has had a remarkable impact on the development of the design world. Ten chapters and thousands of
illustrations tell the Herman Miller story as never before, documenting its defining moments and key leaders – making Herman Miller: A Way
of Living an indispensable addition to the bookshelves of design-lovers around the globe. "a company archive that is rich with material from
and about the legendary figures who helped make Herman Miller a leader in postwar American design." —Pilar Viladas, T Magazine
"Hermann's story is most indelibly recorded in his calligraphy, his typography, and in all his typefaces. It is in the friendships he has made, the
people far and wide that he has inspired, and in the example that he has set. However much new technologies of communication challenge
our paradigms of the book and however many new trends came and go, Hermann Zapf has mastered his discipline so purely and so
elegantly that his works will remain beautiful and fresh forever." --Postscript.
50 of the world's most exciting designers and visionary artists have devised simple objects that anyone can make at home. Affordable,
accessible and inspirational, this book redefines DIY for the IKEA generation. Each easy-to-make project can be made with basic tools and
everyday items. Every project includes hand-drawn step-by-step illustrations and colour photographs to ensure success. Also provides
photographic lists of tools and materials, plus details of the cost and time needed to complete. With a biography for each designer, the text
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also reveals the inspiration behind the design.
New in paperback, this book presents Dieter Rams' aesthetic philosophy through highlights from a forty-year career designing iconic
consumer products that enhance our daily lives. For decades, anyone who cared about product design looked to the Braun label when
choosing their appliances, radios, and other consumer items. Dieter Rams, the guiding force behind the Braun look, breaks down his design
principles and processes in this elegant new paperback edition. Enumerating each of his ten principles such as "good design is innovative";
"good design is aesthetic"; "good design is useful", etc., this bestselling book presents one hundred items that embody these guidelines.
Taken together, the images and texts offer the most comprehensive overview of Dieter Rams' work to date and will serve as both a reference
and an inspiration for anyone interested in how and why good design matters.
To create his award-winning multicolored typefaces, Mark van Wageningen first returned to the past for his research: wood-type printing. His
subsequent form and color studies led to a series of popular digital typefaces and awards for typographic excellence from the Type Directors
Club. In Type & Color, the pioneering typographic designer provides all the tools you will need to participate in the hottest typography trend:
designing with multicolored fonts. This manual, aimed at a broad spectrum of graphic design professionals, offers analyses of chromatic type
specimens, instructions for multilayer type design, and applications across a range of print and digital media. From display fonts to running
text, discover how color can give words expressive new possibilities.
The fertile dual evolution of design under socialism and capitalism in postwar Germany The cheap, colorful plastic designs of East Germany
pitted against the cool functionalism of West German design: German Design 1949-1989: Two Countries, One Historydoes away with such
clichés. More than 30 years after German reunification, it presents a comprehensive overview of German design history of the postwar period
for the first time ever. With over 300 illustrations and numerous examples from the fields of design--fashion, furniture, graphics, automobile,
industrial and interiors--the book shows how design featured in daily life on both sides of the Wall, the important part it played in the
reconstruction process and how it served as a propaganda tool during the Cold War. Key objects and protagonists--from Dieter Rams or Otl
Aicher in the West to Rudolf Horn or Renate Müller in the East--are presented alongside formative factors such as the Bauhaus legacy and
important institutions such as the Hochschule für Gestaltung (HfG) Ulm. The exceptional case of the division of Germany allows a unique
comparative perspective on the role design played in promoting socialism and capitalism. While in the Federal Republic to the West, it
became a generator of the export economy and the "Made in Germany" brand, in the East it was intended to fuel the socialist planned
economy and affordability for broad sections of the population was key. While the book highlights the different realities of East and West, the
many cross references that connected design in both are also examined. It impressively illustrates the many facets of German design history
in the postwar period: from the domestic sphere to global politics, from industrial products to design's role as a tool of protest that
foreshadowed the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989.
" "Indifference towards people and the reality in which they live is actually the one and only cardinal sin in design" – Dieter Rams. Dieter
Rams’ life and work are indelibly linked to his thoughts about how people live, and how they can live better. Products he designed in the
1960s are still being produced and sold today – only one demonstration of the strength of his work. This comprehensive monograph covers
both Rams’ life and his work, as well as his ideas on good design, which continue to inspire designers and consumers today. A personal
foreword by Jonathan Ive evokes the influence that Rams has had on his own work and, by extention, the objects with which so many of us
share our everyday lives. An introduction and an essay by Klaus Kemp tell the story of Rams’ early life, his training as an architect, and the
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intellectual context in which his ideas were developed. The next four chapters examine Rams' work and his life – which are more or less
synonymous – in depth. This includes his role at Braun as well as the work he did for the furniture company Vitsoe. Each chapter includes
sketches, prototypes, finished products and the marketing for those products, giving a complete picture of Rams’ work and its context. Two
other chapters in this section present Rams’ own house, the only work of architecture that he completed, and examine the products he
designed at the level of detail, a crucial aspect to his work. A further chapter examines Rams’ "ten commandments" of good design and his
credo, "less but better", in the context of his role as head of design at Braun, and a final chapter explores his legacy in the work of
contemporary designers including Naoto Fukasawa, Jonathan Ive, Sam Hecht, and Konstantin Grcic. This beautifully designed book includes
a wide variety of visual material, including sketches and technical drawings, photographs of Rams’ work as well as his life, archival material
from both Braun and Vitsoe, Ingeborg Rams’ subtle photographs and Vitsoe’s playful graphic design and advertising. This book will appeal
not only to fans of Dieter Rams’ work, but to everyone drawn to the message behind his "ten commandments" of good design – which are
really ideas about how we can all live better and more sustainable lives. "
An unprecedented and intimate behind-the-scenes look at London designer fashion over the last fifteen years, edited by Tania Fares and
Sarah Mower and profiling 50 leading London fashion designers, from Paul Smith and Stella McCartney to Erdem and Simone Rocha.
London has long been a fashion-world capital, and the past fifteen years have been an especially fertile period in its centuries-long history of
setting trends. This stunning book is an all-access pass into the world of designer fashion - an exclusive behind-the-scenes studio tour that
calls in on fifty of the city's leading design talents - London-based global superstars - all of whom open up about their practice and philosophy,
and share a wealth of images from their rivate collections.
Life and work of Dieter Rams, with discussion and catalogue of his work for the Braun electrical company.
From the former director of the Museum of Arts and Design in New York, a timely and passionate case for the role of the well-designed object
in the digital age. Curator and scholar Glenn Adamson opens Fewer, Better Things by contrasting his beloved childhood teddy bear to the
smartphones and digital tablets children have today. He laments that many children and adults are losing touch with the material objects that
have nurtured human development for thousands of years. The objects are still here, but we seem to care less and know less about them. In
his presentations to groups, he often asks an audience member what he or she knows about the chair the person is sitting in. Few people
know much more than whether it's made of wood, plastic, or metal. If we know little about how things are made, it's hard to remain connected
to the world around us. Fewer, Better Things explores the history of craft in its many forms, explaining how raw materials, tools, design, and
technique come together to produce beauty and utility in handmade or manufactured items. Whether describing the implements used in a
traditional Japanese tea ceremony, the use of woodworking tools, or the use of new fabrication technologies, Adamson writes expertly and
lovingly about the aesthetics of objects, and the care and attention that goes into producing them. Reading this wise and elegant book is a
truly transformative experience.
A comprehensive book on Selldorf Architects, with a detailed look at the museums, residences, and public buildings the firm has designed in
the United States and abroad. Founding principal Annabelle Selldorf was born in Cologne, Germany and educated at the Pratt Institute and
Syracuse University. The firm launched into international prominence with the opening of New York's Neue Galerie in 2001. Since, Selldorf
Architects has become known for galleries, cultural projects, and as well as private homes. More recently, the firm has made its mark with
Sims Municipal Recycling in Brooklyn in 2013. The design and construction won an Award for Excellence in Design from the Public Design
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Commission. In 2014, Selldorf Architects received the commission to build the expansion of the Museum of Contemporary Art in San Diego.
This book begins with an extensive conversation between Tom Eccles and Annabelle Selldorf, as well as an essay by architecture critic Ian
Volner. A newly-shot, full color portfolio by renowned photographer Todd Eberle is complimented by an in-depth look at the story behind 30
selected projects, including architectural plans and sketches.
The ultimate collection of the most innovative, beautiful, and influential products ever designed -- now fully up to date From the paper clip to
the Eames Lounge Chair, the hundreds of everyday objects included in The Design Book span the last five centuries and shape our society in
indelible ways. This extraordinary collection includes classic pieces by Breuer, Le Corbusier, and Castiglioni as well as anonymously
designed objects like the deck chair and the whisk. Each entry has been carefully reviewed to bring every detail fully up to date and, with the
addition of 30 products designed within the last 15 years, this new edition is more comprehensive -- and relevant -- than ever. Praise for the
original edition: "Phaidon seems to have pulled off the rare trick of creating something accessible and wide-ranging, but genuinely interesting
and informative too." --Design Week
The first book to present a comprehensive overview of postwar Japanese design For the Japanese, the concept of design is not limited to
functionality or materiality--it is deeply connected with ancient culture and rituals. In this sense, a chair is much more than what you sit on, a
cup more than what you drink from: these objects are to be re?ected upon, to be touched and cherished. As mass manufacture became
widespread in the post-war period, fascinating cross-cultural exchanges began to take place between Japan and the West. And in recent
years, a new generation of designers has taken Japanese creativity into entirely new territory, reconceptualizing the very meaning of design.
Showcasing over 80 designers, hundreds of objects, and contributions from both Japanese and Western designers inspired by Japan, this
volume will remain the de?nitive work on the subject for many years to come.
Hella Jongerius: Misfit, is the second Phaidon monograph on Dutch product designer Hella Jongerius (1963). The book exhibits Jongerius’
work in detail and discusses her unique aesthetic; a fusion of industry and craft, high and low tech, traditional and contemporary. The book
has been written and designed in collaboration with Jongerius, it includes all of her work and has contributions from three experts on
contemporary product deisgn, Louise Schouwenberg, Paola Antonelli and Alice Rawsthorn. It is illustrated with over 350 photographs and
has been designed by renowned graphic designer Irma Boom. There will also be a collector’s edition, available in specially designed
packaging and accompanied by a limited edition vase designed by Jongerius and manufactured by Royal Tichelaar Makkum.
A comprehensive, genre-defining survey of children's product and furniture design from Bauhaus to today Design for Children, a must-have
book for all style-conscious and design-savvy readers, documents the evolution of design for babies, toddlers, and beyond. The book
spotlights more than 450 beautiful, creative, stylish, and clever examples of designs created exclusively for kids - from toys, furniture, and
tableware, to textiles, lights, and vehicles. Contemporary superstars and twentieth-century masters, including Philippe Starck, Nendo, Marc
Newson, Piero Lissoni, Kengo Kuma, and Marcel Wanders, are showcased.
In 2013 filmmaker and photographer Gary Hustwit spent the day photographing Massimo and Lella Vignelli at their home studio in Manhattan.
"I didn't have any idea what I'd do with the images. But I wanted to try to capture the feeling of being in that place, with the two of them, at
that point in their lives." Vignelli passed away in 2014. Now Hustwit is publishing a selection of those images in Vignelli: Photographs, a smallformat hardcover book. A portion of the proceeds from the sale of this book will benefit the Vignelli Center for Design Studies at the
Rochester Institute of Technology.
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The definitive work of one of the most important and innovative designers/illustrators/teachers of his generation. Written and designed by Bob
Gill. "The only way to tell which jobs Gill designed yesterday and which ones were designed years ago, is to look at the date. Styles come
and go, but his ideas and teaching philosophy are timeless. That's why Bob Gill is one of the heroes that got me and so many others into
graphic design in the first place." -Michael Bierut, Pentagram Design
Dieter Rams: As Little Design as PossiblePhaidon Press
The new edition of the benchmark work originally published by the Dieter and Ingeborg Rams Foundation and Jo Klatt. Less but Better does
not set out to be a complete documentation of Dieter Rams's body of work, nor does it claim to tell the full story of the company Braun.
Rather, the book explores the ideas, criteria, and methods behind Rams's creations and reveals how a shifting culture of product
manufacturing gave rise to universal design benchmarks.
"Project and team leaders, do yourself a favor and make this book required reading by each member of your team!" —HR Professionals
Magazine Collaborative strategies work when they're designed by teams—where each person is heard, valued, and held accountable. This
book is a practical guide for project team leaders and individual contributors who want their teams to play by a better set of rules. Today's
teams want more alignment among their members, better decision-making processes, and a greater sense of ownership over their work. This
can be easy, even fun, if you have the right rituals. Rituals are group activities during which people go through a series of behaviors in a
specific order. They give teams the ability to create a collective point of view and reshape the processes that affect their day-to-day work. In
Turning People into Teams, you'll find dozens of practical rituals for finding a common purpose at the beginning of a project, getting unstuck
when you hit bottlenecks or brick walls, and wrapping things up at the end and moving on to new teams. Customizable for any industry, work
situation, or organizational philosophy, these rituals have been used internationally by many for-profit and not-for-profit organizations. By
implementing just a few of these rituals, a team can capture the strengths of each individual for incredible results, making choices together
that matter.
This book examines California's enormous impact on contemporary design, from the counterculture of the 1960s to the tech culture of Silicon
Valley. On a more expansive level, California: Designing Freedom explores the idea that California has pioneered tools of personal liberation
- from LSD to surfboards and iPhones. This ambitious survey brings together political posters and portable devices, but also looks beyond
hardware to explore how user interface designers in the San Francisco Bay Area are shaping some of our most common daily experiences.
Californian products have influenced contemporary life across the globe to such an extent that in some ways we are all now Californians. Put
simply, 'Designed in California' is the new 'Made in Italy'.
The famous Italian designer Massimo Vignelli allows us a glimpse of his understanding of good design in this book, its rules and criteria. He
uses numerous examples to convey applications in practice - from product design via signaletics and graphic design to Corporate Design. By
doing this he is making an important manual available to young designers that in its clarity both in terms of subject matter and visually is
entirely committed to Vignelli's modern design.
This short but powerful book has helped thousands of writers, artists, scientists, and engineers to solve problems and generate ideas. Now let
James Webb Young's unique insights help you be more creative in every area of life. Advertising mogul William Bernbach wrote, "James
Webb Young is in the tradition of some of our greatest thinkers when he describes the workings of the creative process. The results of many
years in advertising have proved to him that the key element in communications success is the production of relevant and dramatic ideas."
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This is THE classic on creative thinking, written with the clarity, knowledge, and experience of a skilled advertising man. A Technique For
Producing Ideas is a step-by-step technique for sparking creativity in advertising and marketing or ANY other field...

This fresh look at the Arts and Crafts Movement charts its origins in reformist ideals, its engagement with commercial culture, and
its ultimate place in everyday households.
Cutting-edge typography for digital media and examples of how it is applied. It includes QR codes with links to the designers'
videos and webpages, with examples of the fonts they use.
Published to accompany an exhibition held at the Design Museum, London, November 18, 2009 - March 7, 2010 and at the
Museum Angewandte Kunst, Frankfurt am Main, May 22 - September 5, 2010, before moving on to the Delim Contemporary Art
Museum in Seoul from December 17, 2010 - March 27,2011 and to the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art from August 27,
2011 - February 20, 2012.
Discover 500 of the most innovative, influential, and enduring products from the last five centuries in one compact and highly
collectable volume. The Design Book presents iconic pieces by Le Corbusier, Philippe Starck, the Eames, and the Apple design
team, alongside classic objects such as the paper clip, the hurricane lantern, and the martini glass. Each entry pairs an image with
a descriptive caption, providing accessible information about the product, designer, manufacturer, and history. Take an
extraordinary journey through the objects that have improved our functionality, shaping our society and culture today.
'Material Revolution' offers a systematic overview of the currently available sustainable materials and provides the reader with all
the information he needs to assess a new material's suitability and potential for a given project.
Baby Touch: Words is a bold, bright board book perfect for little hands to explore. With a big touch-and-feel on every double page,
it helps to stimulate your baby's senses as well as gently helping to teach first key words such as mummy, daddy, dog and teddy.
Which cities offer the best quality of life? How do you build a good school? How do you run a city? Who makes the best coffee?
And how do you start your own inspirational business? With chapters on the city, culture, travel, food, and work, the book also
provides answers to some key questions. Works as a guide but also includes essays that explore what makes a great city, how to
make a home and why culture is good for you
Best-known for his corporate brand logos and art direction, Paul Rand (1914–1986) transformed commercial art from craft to
profession, introduced European design standards to American commercial art, influenced the look of advertising and book
design, and altered the ways in which major corporations including IBM, UPS, and Westinghouse did business. His adherence to a
strict design form in his work for corporate clients was balanced by a playful side , captured in this spirited collection of literal (and
figural) back-of-the-envelope sketches, doodles, notes, and imaginative sparks that later found their full form in his children's
books, logos, and personal work.
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